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To know is nothing at all
to Imagine everything.
Anatole France
Ceramic Sculpture
&f the Past
1What I want to do is basically very simple. I wish
to show ceramic sculpture both past and present In an environ
ment which perhaps many people think that it has no legitimate
place the home. I do not, and will not maintain that all
the pieces shown in this work were made specifically for the
home and especially for any specific corner in that home.
By showing, then, the flexibility and adaptability of ceramic
sculpture I hope that the goals will be realized and under
stood. I realize that many of the works look equally as
good on a pedestal in some museum or gallery, but this is
another point for the material's flexibility.
Perhaps much of the problem or reluctance on the part
of the public to allow ceramic sculpture to enter their lives
is due to just this thing display. If this idea is main
tained and nurtured in the mind, the logical train of thought
would then follow that no home could be a proper gallery
with ample display facilities, so then why not just leave
the problem up to the gallery.
How does one say that ceramic sculpture by Its very
property of being ceramic belongs In the home? The history
of sculpture begins with architecture, and it is from the
confinement of the architectural setting that sculpture
broke away to stand on Its own. Nevertheless, there Is still
a strong marriage between these two elements . Since clay is
the material that man first mastered and put to use, it is
also natural that his daily life and needs were closely
2bound to the earth.
Even today countless numbers of little mundane
objects are still found in the home. Many mundane things
in ceramic exist that people are not even aware of dishes,
vases, Insulators, and even sewer pipe --all made of clay.
Granted, these things may not be very romantic, but they
are still useful household ceramic objects.
In order to grasp the significance of any field,
I feel that a certain amount of historical background is
necessary. Naturally a complete outline of this topic
would cover volumes and that approach would ultimately
hinder my real purpose, so I will confine the historical
aspect of ceramic sculpture both past and present only to
those works and areas that I feel are the most significant
to me and at the same time best display the proper handling
and use of the material. In most cases the items shown were
and are still being used in the home. In some examples,
however, the illustrations were not household objects, but
nevertheless I felt that they were such good examples of
the use of clay that I included them anyway. In all cases,
the pictures will show the ceramic media as it should be
used, not only in a pleasing and sensitive way, but in a
commanding one as well.
In regard to primitive art, Zorach says:
It is direct and honest and sincere.
In other words, it has all the essential
qualities that should be found in all art.1
htfilliam Zorach, Zorach Explains Sculpture (New York:
Tudor Publishing Company, 19b0), p. 4.
4The history of the use of clay Is perhaps as old as
man himself. An educated guess would say that man first
began using clay when he exchanged his nomadic exlstance
for that of a herdsman, gatherer, or fisherman. The approxi-
mate date for neolithic man is now placed about 8,000 B. C.
Because of the change In his daily life, primitive
man was now free to develop certain domestic skills, and thus
a
we find the first record of the use of clay. Examples come
to us in the form of small crude figurines, votive objects,
and statues which probably served as a fetish or fertility
symbol. The savage artist thus created his objects not so
much for the sheer joy of doing It but more for the certain
necessity of doing it thus creating the first true art need.
Only in primitive art and the art of children does one find
this beautiful quality of spontaneousness combined with
necessity that makes this art such a delight to look at.
Works of this kind can show nonrepresentational feeling, and
by over simplification, generalization and unknowing distor-
P
Glenn C. Nelson, Ceramics (New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, Inc., I960), p. 151.
3Ibid.
4
Ibid.
-'zorach, loc. cit.
tion achieve beautiful rhythm and contrast of form. To
these people the small votive figures had little tangible
value, yet were priceless for they held within their form a
magical and mystical power.
^Jacques Schnler, Sculpture in Modern America
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: UnlversiW of California Press,
1948), p. 46.
o<Jre 1
7The famous Venus of Willendorf (Fig. l) seems so
highly distorted and grotesque that our standards of womenly
beauty seem offended. Now, however, we know that similar
female builds are common In various Pygmy and Hottentott
tribes and therefore It would be safe to assume that this
venus figure is quite representationalJ Most of these
early figures were cult oriented, and since any group
operates according to a set of rules, these cults were
probably no different. With organization comes growth, and
with growth comes amendments to the rules, and we can see
these changes by close observation of the figurines produced
by the artist for these cults . It becomes evident that
total representation of the human figure was becoming less
important, for as we see (Figures 2, 3.. 4), there seems to
be stress only in the areas of the womb and the breasts. As
these two areas were the only bodily parts the cults were
concerned about, the artist was left to Improvise or stylize
the remainder of the figure. Notice again the three figures
shown and particularly the combination of the abstract and
Q
realistic elements .
^Herbert Read, The Art of Sculpture (by the Trustees
of the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C. New York:
Pantheon Books, Inc. , 1956), p. 28.
8
Read, ojo. cit., p. 35.
8Pigure 2 Figure 3
Figure 4
Figure 5
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In early Egyptian sculpt a . general trend
in the same direction as the primitive figures mentioned
before. The most common type of early Egyptian sculpture
was called Ushabltu and served solely as tomb figures . These
statues, usually painted with bright oxide colors In a geo
metric type pattern, represented the deceased person and
were placed in the tomb to serve the spirit of the dead in
the after life.^
Ushabltu figures made of stone, green, or blue glazed
porcelain, wood and clay, were deposited In the tombs of
the dead, and were supposed to perform for them any field
labors which might be decreed for them by Osiris, the
king of the underworld, and judge of the dead.10
Besides the Ushabitu figures every Egyptian had in
his household, Ka statues representing each person In the
family (Fig. 5). The Ka was the spirit that watched and
guarded the Egyptian in his every day affairs. Because of
the great Importance of the Ka figures, it thus follows that
It had to be represented in the form of a statue. It was
this spirit that the Ushabitu figures appeased, thus linking
very closely these two forms of figurative sculpture, one
being specifically for the dead, the other for the living.
As the Egyptian's life was spent in preparation for death,
this is the link between the two worlds.
George Savage, Pottery Through the Ages (London,
Reading, Fakenham, England: Wyman & Sons Ltd., 1959), p. 40.
10E. A. Wallis Budge, The Nile (third edition; London:
Harrison & Sons, 1893h P-
307T"
11
There seems to be a subtle splitting of purpose In
some of these later cult figures, that being a dichotomy
between form and function, and it is evident that there is a
definite aesthetic appeal operating Independently.
The Mesopotamian terra-cotta statuette from Sumer
(Fig. 6), also shows this independence of character mentioned
above. This figure evidently no longer serves solely as a
cult object, but now is a pleasing statue in its own right.
The sculpture, taken from a home in Sumer, could possibly
have been a household god, or maybe a portrait in clay of
some member of the family.
Figure 6
12
No one would deny the monumental influence of the
Chinese culture or ceramic sculpture of today. Before com
paring or analyzing Chinese sculpture It is first necessary
to make note of some vast differences between the Chinese
and the Occidental concept of the plastic arts. First of
all, the Chinese concept of the spiritual Is completely
opposite from ours.
The world of the Chinese is mystical, supernatural,
and invaded and guarded by fantastic creatures and demons.
Because of these beliefs, animals take precident and the
image of man is not portrayed in the image of gods. The
sculpture, thus, "draws not a portrait but a vision of the
soul an Intellectual and philosophical concept. The body,
or more often the face alone, Is only the medium through
12
which thought is expressed."
11Daisey-Lion-Goldschmidt and Moreau Gobard, Chinese
Art (New York: Universe Books, I960), p. 220.
12Ibid .
13
The most significant strides in Chinese ceramic
sculpture were made during the T' ang period (618-906 A. D.),
for it was then that Chinese ceramic sculpture reached its
highest form. J The ruling class in China at this time were
Tarters, a barbarian people from the North. Since the war
horse was the symbol of strength to the Tarter, it would
logically follow that the horse was portrayed consistently
in their art. As a result a great quantity of ceramic horse
sculpture was produced, that being of such a high quality,
that even today T'ang horses are considered to be some of the
best examples of ceramic sculpture (Fig. 8 & 8a). A lengthy
description of the horses (Fig. 8 & 8a) is not necessary.
The beauty and true ceramic quality in these pieces speaks
for Itself. This feeling of the Tarters for ceramic sculp
ture carried itself into household objects as well, as is
noted by the originality of design used in the candlestick
shown in Figure 7.
13Savage, o. cit., p. 59.
-^Nelson, oj>. cit., p. 155.
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To maintain the oriental vein, we now come to a
truly unique type of ceramic sculpture, that of Hanlwa.
These sculptures are some of the strongest statements In
clay produced by any culture, past or present. The word
Hanlwa itself is a combination of the Japanese words clay and
ring, and we can note in the construction of Hanlwa sculpture
that they were made in just that way.15 These simple figures
show the great freedom and spontaneity of clay. The humor
and spirit in the faces of the Haniwa are amazing, yet this
quality has been achieved with a minimum of effort and detail
The eyes are mere holes, the mouth just an incised line,
and the arms and other body parts simply suggestions. As a
total statement, however, these figures hold their own to
such an extent that I feel they surpass many other sculp
tural expressions of the human figure (Fig. 9, 10).
The history of Haniwa figures dates around 552-645
A. D. during the Asuka period in Japan. They were solely
tomb sculptures and probably came about as a replacement for
the practice of immolation, or the burying alive of servants
and relatives of the deceased lord or ruler. The tumulus,
15Fumio Mlkl, Haniwa (Rutland, Vermont; Tokyo:
Charles E. Tuttle Company, i960), p. 17.
16'Miki, op. cit., p. 16.
18
or tombs were large mounds, and the Haniwa figures were
placed In tiers around the center area of the tomb where the
body lay. ' In earlier times these statues were placed out
side the tomb, but the later practice was to put them Inside
due to the practice of grave robbery, another institution
which also flourished throughout history.
The most outstanding fact concerning Haniwa is that
this art is pure Japanese. This is most unusual since the
majority of the art forms in Japan were modifications or new
slants of the Chinese. There is no real explanation as to
how or why Haniwa flourished so independently from other
Japanese art forms.
All the Hanlwa figures are very lightly fired, even
below what we consider the usual bisque state, and because
of this they have a beautifully warm and healthy quality.
These compelling faces show a human tenderness and love
that has no parallel with the cold and austere somberness
of its contemporary Chinese tomb figures. The affection for
the deceased person is obvious, and even the animals give
forth an almost human-like quality of love.
17Mikl, op. cit., p. 24.
19
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Figure 9
^ e 10
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Figure 11
Here is a beautiful example of a piece of Assyrian
sculpture (Fig. 11). This household sculpture was probably
used for burning oil. The piece was found in Kultepe and
18
is brightly finished in polychrome.
l8Seton Lloyd, The Art of the Ancient Near East
(New York: Frederick
ATTraeger, Inc., I9bi;, p. i^ST
22
Figure 12
Figure 13
The snake goddess (Fig. 12) is probably familiar to
every art student. Of all the Minoan sculptures that we
have today, the various renditions of the little woman with
the snakes in either hand still seem to be most popular,
19
even with the Minoans. ^ Figure 13 shows some very small
animal sculptures which reportedly were removed from private
homes. Since animals played a very important role In the
Minoan culture (remember their bull jumping sport and also the
fact that their king, Minos, was the product of Euorpa and
Zeus in bull form; also the stories of the Minotaur), that
it would be natural to find these small sculptures in a
typical Minoan home.
19Nelson, op. cit., p. 156.
23
The word pre-Columbian is used mainly as a means of
reference. This term is used very literally. In other words,
it refers to types of work and styles that were used before
the coming of Columbus and the influence of the Europeans in
the new world. This term, therefore, has little else but a
symbolic meaning, for the same type of work known as pre-
Columbian was produced and practiced long after the invasion
20
of Columbus.
One of the most Interesting facts concerning pre-
Columbian ceramic work is the total absence of the potter's
wheel all the pieces being done by means of block modeling,
coiling, and moulding. In many respects this was a very for
tunate thing for the people had much more freedom and flexi
bility in their work. The wheel tends very much to confine
a person when it comes to form and shape. These cultures
did not have to worry about that.
At a very early time in their cultural development
the people in the Americas had a fully realized style.
There was a fantastic amount of imagination in their work,
both in things that were commonly and ceremonially used.
The dog storage vessel from Chavin, Peru is a prime example
of how an ordinary household item could be transformed into
Henri Lehmann, Pre-Columbian Ceramics (New York:
Viking Press, Inc., 1962), p. 15.
24
a thing of beauty and still serve a definite purpose (Fig. 14)
The humor and fresh concept of this thing makes it complete
in
itself.21
Sculptural pots are much more evident in the Mochica
22
culture. Much of this may be due to the fact that there
Is little else In the terrain with which to sculpt. Every
thing is In small amounts except clay. As a result, all Items
were clay, and thus the culture developed this craft to a
very high degree.
Also peculiar to Peru are the strange little double
jugs (Fig. 15). These pieces held some sort of a liquid,
perhaps a local beverage. The work stands alone beautifully.
The concept is very architectural, but behind this there is
a strange, mystical quality embodied in the jug.
Another outstanding quality of much pre-Columbian work
is the color of the pieces themselves. Beautiful ochers,
lustrous blacks, and burnished reds and oranges are very
common. They so resemble glazes, that in some cases there
is little actual difference. These qualities were obtained
by several layers of slip being painted first on the piece
and then patiently and laboriously rubbing the colors. In
21Douglas Fraser, Primitive Art (New York: Doubleday
& Company, Inc., 1962), p. 249.
"TJelson, 0. cit., p. l6l.
25
this way, the colors were deepened and set into the leather
hard piece. J The very fine-sized particles of the slip
plus the burnishing action caused a fusion between the mole-
24
cules of the clay, thus causing a type of matte glaze.
The Santarem pottery and sculpture from Brazil is
the most fantastic of all the South American pre-Columbian
ceramic work. The work remained very static for a long time,
and it was not until the eighteenth century that there is
the first evidence of any sort of European influence.
J
The work is almost baroque in concept. All of the Santarem
pieces have a tremendous amount of carving and sculpture
on them. Wild faces and strange shapes play all over the
pieces, and in many cases function is all but lost. A fine
example of an everyday sculptural piece is the candlestick
shown as Figure 16.
There are also footed cups with snake motifs and
relief work in the interior of the cup. Everywhere over the
ceramic work there is carving and strange figures and shapes.
Truly this is the epitome of the ornate.
%elson, o. cit., p. 163.
Nelson, o. cit., p. 103.
^Lehmann, op. cit., p. 106.
26
In western Mexico they developed another type of
ceramle sculpture, tending more to the genre lines. There
was an abundance of figurative work produced, much of it con
cerned with every day events. Women working, children play
ing, and many times individual pieces which one can almost feel
26
were an early expression of portraiture. In the figure
of the seated child (Fig. 17), there is a beautiful quality
of tenderness and quiet . The body of the child rests on a
twisted axis, and the forms are simple, making maximum use
of mass and volume.
Figures 18 and 19 are other examples of pre-Columbian
ceramic sculptural work. In glancing over all these pieces
I can not help but marvel at the beauty and simpleness of
them. The artists have captured the clay and used it to
the fullest. In almost every respect I feel that the work
coming from this area of the world is the most significant
of all other ways of expression using clay.
Fraser, op_. cit., p. 266.
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Figure 14
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Figure 15
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Figure 16
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Figure 18
Figure 19
nffuepses
to tH Artist
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In this section I would like to discuss things that
could possibly be of Influence to one's work, be he sculptor,
painter, or architect. How to explain exactly how or where
an artist gets his ideas seems an impossible task, but I do
feel that certain clues can be given as to how another artist
draws from around him the things that ultimately irf luence
his work. Any sort of complete explanatibn of this type
would be Impossible to relate for so often possessions and
feelings are jealously guarded. I feel the artist's most
valuable possessions are his eyes, and through these lenses
pass the countless number of things that surround and In
fluence him. It is from this storehouse that a person draws
and chooses what he considers valuable and pertinent.
Coupled with feelings and sensations and especially the urge
to express all these things in some way, the artist is now
ready to transfer a combination of all these elements that
represent the influenced artist, in a strange way are little
bits of himself, so these influences, once more removed
perhaps, show to a certain degree the basic character and
temperament of the artist.
I like to collect and hoard found objects^- stones,
bits of bark and weed pods, any object that fascinates and
captures the eye. I find these things strangely beautiful
and precious. From these natural objects I see a rhythm
33
and necessity that I would like to capture in some of my
sculpture. In nature everything seems to be of the essence.
Each part of a flower, for example, every tendril of a vine,
Plays a dramatic and vital role in the life cycle of that
particular plant. Nothing seems to be wasted. A small
seed can crack a cement walk to get at the sunlight. Always
there is this feeling of necessity, not of the frantic type,
but more the slow, methodical never-ending process of growth.
In this constant urgency I see great strength and beauty.
This fact seems to hold true for every plant. Notice
the plant In Figure 20.
These illustrations show the growth of a plnbn pine
seed. The graceful curve of the stem is beautiful, yet In
this stem is great strength and true purpose. I like to
look at It. I do not propose to do a pinon pine sculpture,
but I would like to capture the strong yet languid life in
the stalk or the quality of the pod and its holdings. In
these things I am influenced. The smug little cacti (Fig. 25) >
give another feeling or impression that I would like to
capture. In these simple shapes there is a confidence that
I like to see. By these cacti I am also influenced.
The amazing thing is that nature is in reality com
pletely opposite from how it appears to the untrained eye.
What seems to be so chaotic and haphazard is actually a
very concise and
geometric type of existence (Fig. 26).
34
All Is planned and calculated. By further study and observa
tions in nature, one can see this, and soon it becomes evident
that the influence will also be of a geometric nature. This
influence of the geometric can be pushed so far that even
tually, in a person's art, the geometric forms will become
symbols for the organic. ' This attitude or philosophy
becomes a problem especially when other people are involved
who are not aware of this progression of thought. As a
result, many forms of geometric expression in art are
rejected by the public, simply for the reasons that they
consider this type of art to be phony. In actuality they
are dumbfounded, for here Is something intangible and not
to be comprehended by a mere glance. There is deep thought
involved and they are not particularly interested in taking
the time to even try to understand what they see. Also, I
feel a person claiming to work by the laws of nature and
still producing weak and careless pieces is, in my opinion,
completely on the wrong track.
In my own work I can see now a very slow sort of
transformation from the usual flowery romantic concept of
nature in art to that of a more simplified basic type of
expression.
27R. H. Wilenski, The Meaning of Modern Sculpture
(Boston: Beakon Press, 19bl), p. 157.
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How or why this feeling came about I am really not
sure, but this I do know. All anyone else can do is point
or advise another person of the right path to take. You
must do your own walking.
It is by such studies that the modern sculptures
have arrived at the concept of universal analogy of
form, the concept of all human, animal, and vegetable
forms as manifestations of common principles of archi
tecture, of which the geometric forms in their infinity
of relations are all symbols; and at the concept of
the meaning of geometric relation as the symbolism of
this universal analogy of form. 28
The orientals had a personal affinity with nature.
Take for example the timeless lotus blossom. In explaining
the opening of a lotus bud, there Is an analogy drawn with
everyday household items. On the first day the flower is a
sake bottle; on the second it becomes a cup; on the third
day it becomes a soup bowl; and the fourth day a saucer
29
appears.
^
So much more could be said about this silent
affinity with nature, but in many ways a lengthy discussion
is not necessary. If you have it you will feel it, and if you
do not, then it is something that you should strive to see
and understand. Most important of all, once it is realized
even faintly, it should be fed and nurtured in the form of work.
28
Wilenskl, o. cit., p. 159.
29Frlts W. Went & Editors of Life, The Plants
(New York: Time Inc., Book Division, 1963), p. 94.
